
Fuzzy Wuzzy Vinyl is run by PNG's own DJ/ Producer Allen 
Kedea also known as akay47. The young producer has been 
hard at work recording and making fresh beats in PNG for the 
last 12 months while DJing around the country with Rage 
magazine.

Akay47 was the producer behind Massive Sound System 
and the ONE Motu Koita Youth Music competition held in 
2008. He has 3 new albums coming out with 3 di�erent 
labels which he has recorded while in PNG. The �rst is the 
best of 2008 Grand Finalists from the ONE Youth Music 
Competition. Second is the new Cornerstone album which 
akay47 produced for CHM, and the third is the self titled 
album for Fuzzy Wuzzy Vinyl.

The new Fuzzy Wuzzy Vinyl album features PNG artists as 
well as singers and rappers from Australia and the UK. akay47 
has produced all the music for this new album making it 
digestable for the local market while trying to introduce a 
fresh new taste. The �rst album of the rank is titled, Fuzzy 
Wuzzy Vinyl (Vol.1) and features hot new artists such as, 
Bemu Kidu, Animal Audio, Sentanaya, Ugly-B from twin tribe as 
well as a special feature from the experienced local singer Lista 
Laka & David Kedea. J-Lee and Jagga also make special appear-
ances as well as the lyrically talented PNG rapper G-Dok.

Keep an ear and eye out for Fuzzy Wuzzy Vinyl album which 
is set to release it's �rst single to local radio stations in the 
next couple of weeks.
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Fresh New PNG Record Label
The hot new label Fuzzy Wuzzy Vinyl is a recording label looking to 

release fresh new music to the PNG and Pacific market and is PNG owned 
and set to release fresh alternate music to the local market.

FIRST RELEASE

Album Title:

Fuzzy Wuzzy Vinyl (Vol.1)

Expected Release:

June/July 2009

Produced by: 

akay47


